
Love for Volunteering  Understand Humanitarian Work Entreprenuerial Spirit  Enjoys a Challenge  Servant Leader Driven Holds Others Accountable  

Knowledge of Human Resources    Extrovert      Organizational Development   Inuencer Values Excellent Customer Service       Global Mindset

Early Career (early 20-30’s / Millenial Generation)  Excellent Communicator     Dependable    Loyal  Good Judgement of Character Organized 

Seeks the Spirit Loves to Travel     Enjoy Networking           Idea Genenerator   Makes a Plan & Sticks to It  Creative Problem Solver   Efficient  
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A Steering Committee Position is a two-year committment. Our success is dependant on individuals who 
extend their daily life by completing the following actions: 

Changing lives for the better always needs volunteers.  Singular Humanitarian is a 100% volunteer run organization from 
leadership to expeditioners.  We need your help to recruit and retain future leadership, volunteers for expedition, and 
needs that support organizational success. The trend in our volunteers is once they go on on an expedition, they want to 
get involved in many creative ways.  The “more the merrier” is a good mantra at Singular Humanitarian.  
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A  good relationship is the rst step to transformation. We have seen how learning a child’s name, or even asking “what do 
you want to be when you grow up?” can effect change for generations. We have also experienced how spending hours 
hauling rocks for a schoolhouse will give you some of the best friends in the world.  As you build these relationships you will 
truly be a “human resource” and facilitate a positive transformation in many lives.
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President Thomas S. Monson once spoke on lifting others.  He said when we do this “we eliminate the weakness of one 
person standing alone and substitute it for the strength of many serving together.”  Your role is to bring LDS YSA & MSA’s 
together in the spirit of service, humanitarian efforts, and help them experience how a single person can change the world. 
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At Singular Humanitarian, we use OURSELVES, OUR TIME, and OUR TALENTS to affect generations across the world. 

singularhumanitarian.org

@singularhumanitarian @singularhumanitarian

@singularhumanitarian

@singularhumanitarian


